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is uniformly convergent in every compact subset of C; its limit is again written
<Kz)= f[E (-,/>- 1).
«=i    \aH	/
Prove that there is a constant c> 0 such that
(For any given z, consider separately the product of the factors for which \aa\ ^2 |z|,
and of the other factors; use (b) to majorize the first product; on the other hand, prove
that there is a constant b such that \E(z,p— 1)| ^ exp(£ \z\p~l) for any z 6 C.)
2.   Show that the sequence of entire functions
fn(z) = z(z + 1) - • • (z + n)/nz nl	(1)
(where rf = exp(z log ri) by definition) is uniformly convergent in every compact subset
of C to the entire function
where y = lim|l + - + *-H --- log/z) ("Euler's constant"). (Use the result of
n-,-00 \	2	n	I
Problem l(e), writing log n— J^ log(k/(k— 1)) to compare (1) and (2), and using the
k = 2
mean value theorem to majorize
7-log-
Prove that T(z) satisfies the functional equation
when z is not an integer — n ^ 0, and that T(n) = (n — 1)1 for n integer and >0.
3.	An endless road in an open subset A c C is a continuous mapping y of R into A such
that in every compact interval I c R, y is the primitive of a regulated function. If /is
a continuous mapping ofy(R) into a complex Banach space E,/is said to be improperly
f co
integrable zlongy if the improper integral      /(y(O)y'(O dt exists (i.e., if both limits
J -oo
f*	f°
lim       f(y(t)y/(t)dt and   lim       /(yW)/00 dt exist in E); the value of that
h-^ + co ^0	a-^-oo   Ja
integral is then callled the integral of f along y and written    /(z) dz.
Jv
Let B be an open subset of Cp, g a continuous mapping of y(R) x B into E; suppose
that for each x e y(R), the function (zly . . . , zp) ->g(x, zi,...,zp) is analytic in B and
dg
that  each of the functions — (*, zi, ..., zp)  is  continuous iny(R)xB.  Finally
°Zk
suppose that for each (zi, ..., zp)eB, x~*g(xt zi, ..., zp) is improperly integrable
along y, and that     g(y(t), Zi, . , . , zp)y'(0 dt tends uniformly to    g(x, zt> . . , , zp) dx
J -n	Jy
when (zi, . . . , zp) remains in a compact subset of B and n tends to + oo. Under these
conditions, show that the function (zi} . . . , zp) ->    ^(x, zlt ...,Zp) dx is analytic in B
Jv
(compare to (13.8.6)).
4.	Extend the result of Problem 2 of Section 9.9 to functions of p complex variables,
D+ (resp. D_) being defined by J(zp) > 0 (resp. ^(zp) < 0). (Observe that, by (9.12.1),
for each zp such that J*(zp) = 0 and the intersection B of A with the set Cp~ L x {zp} is
not empty, the function (zl9 . . . , zp_x) -^/(Zi, . . . , zp»i, zp) is analytic in B.)

